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A Word from Our Chair of
Trustees
The Board of Trustees is proud of our people and their immense commitment to the
community and to all those we serve. The world of our work is dynamic and always
changing. Valley House has an attitude that embraces that way of being and has
continued to evolve to meet the diverse needs of our service users and community.
I want to acknowledge the quality and attitude of all our staff who continue to engage
with change. They are the reason for our pride in this Annual Report.
Our success is also based on partnership working. We value our relationship with Local
Authorities in Coventry and in Warwickshire. This report reflects our partnerships with
many others who share our ambition and commitment. We continue to work alongside
people to enable them to take control of their lives and create their own futures.
I want to acknowledge our Board of Trustees and thank them for their time and
commitment. We are served by a strong Executive Team led by LJ Winterburn. Together
we seek to continually improve what we do. We embrace new ideas and recognise the
need to respond and adapt to the world around us.
It is in that sense that we offer this Annual Report with pride in our achievements, and
look forward to the challenges of the future.
John Briffitt
Chair Trustees

A Word from Our CEO

I was very proud to join Valley House as the new CEO in September 2016. My first task
was to take forward the work that had been started with the National Council for
Voluntary Organisations. This included reviewing the Vision, Mission, Values and Goals
of the organisation – as well as creating a new organisational structure. Whilst change
was necessary, it presented a number of challenges. I have been impressed by how
positive the staff team were and continue to be, in embracing change. The funding
environment we work in continues to present challenges and our ability to change,
develop and innovate to meet these challenges is essential. I am confident that we will
continue to build on our 40-year history and expertise, putting service users at the heart
of all we do.
LJ Winterburn
CEO
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2017 has marked our 40th year. We are proud to have been serving our local area and
wider community for 4 decades. Over the past year Valley House has supported 1,160
individuals. That’s equivalent to helping three different people every day, for a year. Of
those 1,160 individuals, we have worked with 415 adults, 275 young people and 470
children.
2017 has also been a year of change for us, but our core vision, mission and values
remain the same:

Our Vision

Genuine opportunities for all, where people can respond confidently to the challenges of
life

Our Mission

To work alongside people to take control of their lives and create their own futures

Our Values

Respectful

We will seek to understand those we work with and value them. We welcome
people of all backgrounds and life experiences.

Focused

Those who use our services drive what we do. We work to deliver quality
results and also do what we say we will do.

Innovative

We will continually improve what we do by adopting new ideas and
partnerships and by adapting as the world around us changes.

2016/2017 STATISTICS
9%

Community Wellbeing
55 - 64
2%

22%

Youth Service

Female

Male

70%

30%

40%

65+
1%

45 - 54
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29%

Nursery & Childrens Centre

Age Split

Supported Accommodation

35 - 44
11%
25 - 34
19%

15 - 24
50%
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Supported Accommodation
Domestic Violence and Abuse services

We provide safe, supported accommodation for up to 39 victims of domestic violence
and abuse with or without children, at any one time.
This year our Supported Accommodation Service worked with 79 adults and 95 children.
Our comprehensive support covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety planning and managing risk
Understanding and awareness of domestic violence and abuse
Securing and managing accommodation
Understanding of the effects of domestic violence and abuse on children
Building confidence and self esteem
Legal and Criminal Justice issues
Managing money
Improving physical and mental health and /or substance misuse issues
Improving social networks and relationships
Increased ability to access training, education and other activities

Our dedicated team of support workers are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

45-54
9%

55-64
1%

Age Split

Gender Split

65+
1%
16-17
0%

35-44
19%

18-24
44%
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26%
Black Caribbean
2%

Ethnicity Split

95

Children
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Black/Black
British African
6%
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Male
2%

Asian British
Pakistani
11%

Other
6%
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2%
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White Other
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Asian/ Asian
British
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Supported Accommodation Domestic Violence and Abuse
Case Study

*Names have been changed*

Lilly had been with her partner since she was 13 years old, marrying him when she was 18. He
had always been controlling, but as time went on he became physically and emotionally
abusive. Lilly was too scared to leave him and although the Police were called out to their home
on numerous occasions, Lilly never pressed charges. By the time she was 30, Lilly had 3 young
children and was becoming increasingly desperate and fearful for her own and her children’s
lives, she fled her home. Her husband pursued her and continually harassed her family to try and
find them. He managed to track her down but before he could reach the refuge Lilly and her
children managed to leave and arrived at Valley House, scared and despondent of ever escaping
him.
Staff worked hard with Lilly to encourage her to seek legal remedies to keep herself and her
children safe. This resulted in a non-molestation order being given which gave Lilly the courage
to begin to feel a little safer. Her husband stopped harassing her family and Lilly began to start
to work with staff on understanding all that had happened to her and her children. She filed for
divorce and with staff support found a new home. She is happily settled and is now thinking
about her future and a potential career in Social Care.

“

‘As an O.A.P support was offered by all the team. I was never
made to feel a problem to them. The help and understanding
given to me has made my life safer to live. Thank You All.’
‘Everything that I needed support with, support was given. Took
into account my individual needs. They helped me to look into
Muslim and Mosque charities.’

”
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Supported Accommodation

Young Parent services

We provide safe, supported accommodation for up to 16 teenage parents at any
one time. This year we worked with 43 young parents and 47 children.
Being a parent can be tough. Being a young parent can bring even more
challenges. In a nutshell, this service provides support to be a good parent whilst
still being a young person.
When a young person becomes pregnant, they may find themselves with little
family support. They may need support coming to terms with their pregnancy. We
aim to provide them with the knowledge and skills to parent and run their own
tenancy. We also support them in terms of their education and career aspirations.
Our comprehensive support covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parenting
Having a tenancy, being a tenant and maintaining a tenancy
Money management (including benefits, paying bills and debt)
Safety (healthy relationships and safety planning)
Accessing training, education, employment
Confidence and assertiveness
Age Split
Setting life goals

Gender Split

Male
0%

20
7%

21
7%

22
2%

16
7%

19
14%

Children

African
17%

47

43

Young Parents

Female
100%

Any Other
Mixed
Background
28%

17
40%

18
23%

Ethnicity Split
White British
8%
White &
Black
Carribean
47%
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Supported Accommodation Young Parents
Case study

*Names have been changed*

Carly became pregnant when she was 16 years old. The father was a young man she met whilst
living at the Coventry Foyer. They both had difficult backgrounds and their relationship could be
volatile. When Carly became pregnant Children’s Social Care (CSC) became involved, as they
were concerned about her unborn baby. Once the baby was born, Carly’s relationship with the
father became very difficult and the concerns Children’s Social Care felt increased. They spoke to
Carly about her moving into supported accommodation specifically for teenage parents. Carly
moved into Valley House with Zoe when Zoe was 6 months old.
Carly wanted to be a good mum but didn’t really understand how her behaviour and chaotic
lifestyle could be damaging for Zoe. With staff support, Carly started to identify what she
needed to change and worked with local drug agency Compass to give up smoking
cannabis. Staff worked with Carly to identify other ways to deal with her stress and anxiety and
Carly started attending social groups and activities, widening her social circle with positive peers.
Carly ended her relationship with Zoe’s father and worked with staff on improving her parenting
skills. The positive progress Carly made meant that CSC closed her case and Carly reached the
point of being ready to move into her own accommodation. She is now considering returning to
education to gain her GSCEs.

“

‘Valley House helped me a lot as I felt I was at square one and in
the next six months I managed to increase my confidence and
my responsibility, especially as a parent.’
‘Living in the community helped me to develop my
independence.’

”
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Floating Support
Young Parent services

We also help those living in the community, that aren’t in need of the higher level
support offered to the young parents in our supported accommodation service.
We can support up to 24 young parents at any one time. This year we worked
with 63 young parents and 66 children living in their own accommodation.
Our comprehensive support covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parenting
Having a tenancy, being a tenant and maintaining a tenancy
Money management (including benefits, paying bills and debt)
Safety (healthy relationships and safety planning)
Accessing training, education, employment
Confidence and assertiveness
Age Split
Setting life goals
24
23
6%

22
3%

Gender Split

3%

16
3%

17
10%

21
7%

Male
2%

18
14%
20
22%
19
32%

Children

White & Black
Carribean
3%

Ethnicity Split

Any Other
Mixed
Background
3%

African
2%
Indian
6%

White British
81%

Any other
ethnic group
5%

66

63

Young Parents

Female
98%
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Floating Support Young Parents
Case Study

*Names have been changed*

Sam was 20 years old, living in her own flat with her 1-year-old son when she started to struggle
with her mental health. She had been sexually assaulted a number of years earlier and had
buried all her feelings. These were now starting to resurface and although Sam did have antidepressants from the doctor, she wasn’t taking them. She was becoming increasingly isolated
from people, not wanting to leave her flat and wasn’t coping with looking after her son. There
were problems with her benefits but Sam didn’t feel able to cope with dealing with them so her
tenancy was at risk. She was in a relationship with her son’s father but he had his own problems
and wasn’t able to give Sam the support she needed. Valley House worked with Sam to re-build
positive social networks that would be good for her and her son; with support from staff, Sam
started attending Valley House Children’s Centre. Staff helped Sam sort out her benefits and
apply to local charities to buy some much needed baby equipment. They accompanied her to
see her doctor, helping Sam to develop a positive relationship with her GP where she now feels
safe to talk about her mental health. Sam has recently completed a hairdressing course and is
working with Valley House to explore her employment options.

“

‘Increased my confidence – helped me to learn how to be independent.
Showed me I was able to do things, I just needed support/guidance.’
‘Helped me with housing and getting it all set up with furniture. I didn’t
have a clue about running a house. My support worker helped me
through it.’

”
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Community Wellbeing
Helping You Help Yourself

Helping You Help Yourself offers support to live healthier, more independent lives. Tailored
to individual needs we use a combination of practical and therapeutic support that enables
service users to develop coping strategies and techniques to build a resilience to the many
stresses and strains of life they may be experiencing. This year we worked with 94
individuals.
We have used this approach working in partnership with other agencies including:
•
•

•

Orbit – working with tenants identified as vulnerable to sustain their tenancy by
supporting with underlying mental health issues.
Smart Start – supporting parents/carers with children under the age of five to
increase the likelihood of those children achieving ‘the best start in life’. The service
worked with those who were failing to attend or sustain mainstream services.
Coventry Citizens Advice and Coventry and Warwickshire CDA- supporting
individuals who are homeless/vulnerably housed who have high levels of risk or
need, including mental health, drugs/alcohol and bad debt/benefits issues to access
and sustain tenancies.

We also received funding from Big Lottery to continue to develop the model to provide
formal and informal group work interventions and peer supporter opportunities for service
users.

Ethnicity Split

Gender Split
Male
32%
Female
68%

Mixed Other
6%

Sri Lankan
3%

Asian
16%

Black African
9%

White British
63%

55 - 64
8%

Age Split

16 - 19
2%

45 - 54
6%

20 - 24
16%

94

Individuals

White Other
3%

35 - 44
22%

25 - 34
46%
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Community Wellbeing Helping You Help Yourself
Case Study

*Names have been changed*

John is 55 years old and living in Housing Association property. His neighbours complained to the
HA Housing Officer about the state of the property, believing it to have been abandoned due to the
condition it was in. When the Housing Officer conducted a visit to the property, they met John and
observed that he was very uncommunicative and seemed to be hoarding. Unsure of what to do, the
Housing Officer referred John to Valley House. On an initial home visit John opened up to staff and
talked about his severe depression, which was related to losing his job, his father dying and his
difficult relationship with his mother and son. Over the next 6 months staff met with John on a
weekly basis and supported him to tackle the practical issues around his chaotic financial situation
and the state of his property. They accompanied him to visit his GP and explored how to manage his
family relationships in a better way. John has started to be more open with his family and this is
helping improve those relationships. He is starting to go out of the house by himself and trying to be
more active.

“

‘I am feeling more focused after support has made me look at
my short and long-term goals. Talking stuff through has made
me want to get Counselling’
‘I always knew there was something about me that was
different and making things harder for me, but no one ever
listened.’

”
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Counselling
Valley House Counselling Service has been established for over 30 years. We have a team of
12 volunteer counsellors, both qualified and in training. All our counsellors are either on final
year or post-qualification placements, offering both short and long term support. This year
we worked with 26 individuals.

65+
8%

55 - 64
8%

Age Split
16 - 24
11%
25 - 34
19%

45 - 54
39%

35 - 44
15%

Gender Split
Male
35%

26

Individuals

Female
65%

Ethnicity Split
Asian
4%
Black
African
4%

Not Stated
15%

White British
77%
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Counselling

Case Study

*Names have been changed*

Jack was 23 years old, unemployed and living with his grandparents when he first accessed the
Counselling Service. Jack was struggling with depression which was compounded by not being able
to hold down a job as he felt judged by co-workers and was unable to deal with the negative
feelings this created. Although Jack said he wasn’t suicidal he did talk about wishing he didn’t exist.
He talked about not having any meaning or purpose to his life and even if he did choose to do
something with his life it would be meaningless. He had become stuck in a cycle of wanting to move
and make changes but seeing no point. He had recently also suffered a traumatic breakup with his
partner which had meant a further downward spiral and feelings of being unworthy of love.
Jack met with his counsellor on a weekly basis and they explored what kept him “stuck”. His need
for order and logic in a world that didn’t work that way caused him to hang on to what he had,
regardless of how much this didn’t bring meaning and purpose to his life. Jack said embracing
change felt like he was dying. Through the weekly sessions Jack worked hard to start to accept that
nothing is guaranteed, good and bad things happen, people have choices.
Jack started to volunteer at a local adult education service which gave him a purpose and brought
meaning to his life. He also started to research employment opportunities and has recently secured
a position as an apprentice surveyor. He is feeling nervous and apprehensive, but also excited.

“

‘I had reached a cross roads in my life and wanted to move
forward. I bottled things up and denied how he was treating
me. I now realise the relationship was abusive and counselling
helped me see this.’

”
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The Nursery

We run a self-funded nursery offering full day care to both government funded and
fee paying families. We pride ourselves on the exciting and engaging learning
environment we have created, and our dedicated and supportive staff.

Ethnicity Split

Boys

Girls

58%

3%

1%

3%

8%
1%

3%

1%

1%

3%

1%

1%

4%

4%

92

64

1%

6%

Children’s Centre

Valley House also delivered a Sure Start designated Children’s Centre, offering a
range of children and family services. Due to funding cuts, the centre closed on 31st
May 2017.

During 2016-2017 we worked with 110 adults and 103 children. We offered a range
of different activities and drop-ins designed to support parents/carers and their
children. These included:

Children

Baby/toddler play time
Baby massage
Stay and play
Safe sleeping workshops
Infant feeding workshops
Baby weigh in clinics

We particularly targeted the young parents who were part of our other Valley House
services and were sometimes reluctant to access other services.

103

110

Adults

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Children’s Centre

Case Study

*Names have been changed*

Child M was referred into Valley House Acting Early child case meeting by the local Health Visitor
after presenting at a drop in session at the local clinic.
His presenting issues were assessed as global learning delay, delayed speech development, concerns
regarding his diet and reports that he was eating soil.
A Children’s Centre Outreach worker was allocated to the family. She delivered a Portage
intervention weekly. A Common Assessment Framework (CAF) assessment was also undertaken and
is currently open. The family was encouraged to take up the entitlement for a 2-year-old funded
nursery place for him.
Portage commenced on a weekly basis in the home. Initially he gave no eye contact towards the
Children’s Centre worker and was unable to sit in a chair for a period of time and undertake portage
activities. His summative tracker is being completed and judgements indicate that he has sustained
eye contact with his worker, sits at a table to complete a chosen activity, and has spoken verbatim.
A place was taken up at Valley House Nursery. His Nursery Worker is the Lead Professional for the
CAF. The family is being supported with housing issues on an ongoing basis.

“

‘Thank you to all the staff. You have helped us so much.’

”
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The Youth Service

Our Youth Service offers young people a safe space to meet others, acknowledge their
potential and enjoy new opportunities. We do this through a combination of group work
and one-to-one support delivered both on site at Valley House and in the community.

Employability

We work with multiple partners across Coventry to help get young people into training
or employment.
•

•

Jump Start – For anyone 16-29 years, living in Coventry and not in education,
employment or training. Through Jump Start we offer one-to-one support, group
support and a short employability programme. Participants receive an accredited
certificate on completion of this course, which is a great start to creating their CV.
Progress – supporting young people aged 15-19 years, not in education,
employment or training that face barriers to work, such as mental health issues.
Support can also be provided for young people up to the age of 24, if they have
additional needs.

Working It Out

A mental health programme aimed at supporting young people aged 18-24 years, to get
into work. This is particularly aimed at supporting young people to take steps to improve
their mental wellbeing.

The Whole Shabang

Practical and emotional one-to-one support for young adults aged16-25 years across
Coventry. Our youth team is able to support with a wide range of social and emotional
issues.

Activities

We offer an exciting programme of activities throughout the year, which includes
monthly social events, weekly football sessions and a free kitchen event.

275

Young People

Gender Split

Ethnicity Split

White
British
74%

Female
62%

BAMER
26%

Male
38%
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Youth Service Jump Start
Case Study

*Names have been changed*

Amy is a 20-year-old parent who wanted to start exploring her options around education and
employment. She lives with ADHD, Tourette’s Syndrome and is also dyslexic. Amy was keen to
increase her confidence and improve her reading and writing. The Jump Start course gave Amy the
opportunity to make new friends, increase her social skills and gain emotional support. With her
Youth Worker’s support Amy applied for a place on a beauty therapy course and attended an
interview. She is waiting to hear if she has a place.
Amy has continued to engage with Valley House Youth Service and has participated in interviews
held for Youth Worker posts at Valley House as part of the Young People’s Panel. This helped her to
further increase her confidence.

“

‘So proud of myself, I’ve done a course which I would never
dream of doing but with the help and support of my youth
worker who encouraged me to do this and I’m glad I listened
and stuck to it.’
‘I’ve had so much fun! When can we do it again?’

”
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Financial Report
Income

Total:- £1.97
Trading
Activities
1%

Investment
Income…

Donations &
Legacies
1%
Tenant Welfare
Service
25%

Grants
19%

Nursery Fees
10%

Service
Contacts
43%

Expenditure
Total:- £2.03m

Governance
0%

Raising Funds
2%

Charitable
Activities
98%
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Our Impact
91% of individuals and families in our Domestic Violence and Abuse Service
successfully moved into a new home after receiving support.
93% of people in the Domestic Violence and Abuse Service reported a greater
awareness and understanding of domestic violence.
94% of parents in the Domestic Violence and Abuse Service said they had an increased
understanding of domestic abuse on their children.
96% of the young parents in our Young Parents Supported Accommodation were
successfully supported to move into alternative accommodation.
81% of our young parents reported an increased ability to manage their own tenancy.
71% of our young parents said they had an increased ability to stay safe.
100% of young people involved in The Whole Shabang reported an increase in
physical or emotional wellbeing/increase in confidence.
100% of the young people that took part in our Youth Service’s Activities programme
reported an increase in confidence and self-esteem.
Due to our work with Orbit, 8 service users that would have potentially lost their
tenancies without our support turned the situation around. Orbit estimated a cost
saving totalling £88,903 (a cost:benefit ratio of £1.50 created for £1.00 spent) and
that staff spent less time on managing practical/emotional issues and more time on
aspirational needs (such as seeking employment).
88% of service users who accessed our Smart Start project reporting improved health
and wellbeing.
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Many thanks…
We are grateful to all the individuals and funders who have pledged their support.
With special thanks to the following:

The 29th May 1961 Charitable Trust, Coventry General Charities, Chapter1,
Creative Optimistic Vision, the Coventry Foyer, Culture Coventry.
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02476 266280
info@valleyhouse.org.uk
www.valleyhouse.org.uk
Find us on Facebook:
@ValleyHouse1997
Find us on Twitter:
@ValleyHouseCov
55-57 Bell Green Road
Coventry
CV6 7GQ

Promoting positive change since 1977
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